Abstract-A new method of initializing centroids for Kmeans algorithm is developed in fixed asset monitoring application. The new method utilizing improved utilization of K-means using weighted average was found to be more efficient than the standard K-means owing to its simplicity and having no need for complex computation. The Depreciation was calculated with the use of the new method through the implementation of Age and Usage factors as the major attributes. The clustering output was able to determine the level of maintenance. This paper shows that the developed algorithm is highly applicable to accounting application.
I. INTRODUCTION
K-means algorithm is famous, common clustering technique. Its mathematical computation is fast and memory efficient. This algorithm is grouping a set of datasets in such a way that items in the same cluster are more identical to each other than to those in other clusters. K-Means is a Partitioning algorithm which takes as input a positive integer number of groupings K and a data set to divide into K non-empty, non-overlapping and nonsubordinated clusters [1] .
This study used the improved initialization of centroids for K-means algorithm that introduced the use of easy mathematical computation which is the weighted average for the initialization of centroids. The improvements of initializing centroids will be applied to a simple Fixed Asset Monitoring Application. The fixed assets are the long-term tangible piece of property that a firm owns and uses in the generation of profit [2] . The study focuses on the depreciation of the fixed asset with the Usage factor and Age factor to assess the overall performance of the fixed assets and determine the level of maintenance to be applied [3] .
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The application of the improved initialization of centroids to the monitoring of fixed asset is simulated by Java program using the Eclipse platform. The study shows the effectiveness of the improved initialization of centroids for K-means as compared to the traditional Kmeans procedure. The purpose is to make a clear comparison of the standard and the improved initialization of the k-means algorithm in terms of processing time in reaching the convergence point of clustering, simplicity of mathematical computation and the number of iterations.
II. BACKGROUND
Clustering applications most specially K-means algorithm are popularly used in various fields and this paper will focus on the accounting application of Depreciation analysis for Fixed Asset Monitoring and shows the fruitful result of this clustering algorithm.
The K-means algorithm produces the best result when dataset are well clustered from each other [3] . In this algorithm, the value of K is specified, the number of clusters, prior to initialization of centroids and partitioning. Since the initial seeds of the traditional Kmeans algorithm are chosen randomly that leading to more looping and computational time, the authors proposed "Enhanced Initial Centroids for K-means Algorithm" to improve the initialization of seeds. The improved k-means eliminates the unspecified selection of the initial cluster, because the separation into different group's result, lies greatly upon the reliability of the initial seeds which are selected randomly [3] .
The study shows the implementation of the improvement of the initial centroids and the traditional kmeans in the Fixed Asset monitoring application. Fixed assets reduced their value as they age because they are subject to be depreciated. Depreciation is a procedure of spreading the cost of a tangible asset over its useful life. The different business firms and organizations depreciate fixed assets for both tax and accounting purposes [4] . The study focuses on the two (2) depreciating factors called Age and Usage factor. The final result will be used by accounting people to apply what level of maintenance be applied in the fixed asset. AND IMPROVED  INITIALIZATION OF CENTROIDS IN THE FIXED  ASSET MONITORING APPLICATION AND  SIMULATION RESULTS In the standard K-means algorithm, the centroid is the mean location of all the points in the dataset that indicates equal weight while the weighted average reflects the real weight of a point from the given dataset. The weighted average is integrated into the improved initialization of centroids for K-means algorithm. The following is the formula for the weighted mean
III. THE STANDARD K-MEANS
The weighted average of values is the sum of weights times values divided by the sum of the weights [5] .
The integration of the weighted average does not change the whole process of the original K-means algorithm. It is still composed of two (2) major steps and the first step is enhanced, which is the initialization stage. With the given number K of clusters, the improved initialization of centroids is to obtain the weighted average of the pair of attributes of the object based on the highest point or perfect score of each attribute. The computed weighted average will be the initial centroid to create an initial partition. The initial partition divides the objects into K clusters with the computed initial centroids. Then the Second step is Partitioning with two-step looping steps for each object. The Assignment step, where the distances of the object from the centroids of each of K clusters are computed using the Euclidean distance. If the object is not currently in the cluster with the closest prototype, then it is reassigned to its nearest cluster [3] .
The formula of the Euclidean distance is:
where
a chosen distance between a data point ( ) and the cluster cj, is an indicator of the distance of the n data points from their respective cluster centers. And the Update step: if reassignment occurs, both the clusters are updated and their seeds are recalculated using the current clustering. The Assignment and Update refinement steps are iterated until the stopping point are achieved.
The Enhanced K-means algorithm with improved initial centroids applying the weighted mean of the data sets reduced the iteration steps of the algorithm thus, reducing the computational complexity. Obtaining the highest pair and lowest pair of the weighted mean from the pair of X and Y coordinate improves the K-means algorithm because it clearly separates the clustering of the datasets with fewer iterations [3] .
The improvement is applied to a simple fixed asset monitoring. The two (2) elements of depreciation are focused on the useful life or lifespan of the fixed asset which is subject to be declined because of the systematic recording of the depreciation called the Age factor. And the physical condition caused by the depreciation is called the Usage factor. The sample of the fixed assets is buildings, furniture, leasehold improvements, and office equipment. This paper is only focused on the Service Vehicle. The Depreciation factors of Service Vehicle include two factors. First, is the Usage factor (UF) which is defined as the physical condition of the fixed asset.
Second, is the Age factor (AF) which is the remaining economic value of the property relative to its estimated service life of the equipment. It will be determined by computing first the depreciation and reckon the corresponding value of Age factor. The value of Age factor is dependent on the Depreciation [6]. Depreciation = Estimated Service Life -Actual Service/ Estimated Service life (
The Depreciation concept applied in the study used the principle of the Manual on Disposal of Government Property in the Philippines. If the fixed asset is not used, the Usage factor (UF) is 0.90, otherwise, it is equal to the value assigned to the condition factor [6] . As the rate of depreciation decreases, age factor (AF) decreases. If the value of AF is decreasing, the value of the UF or the physical condition will normally reduce. But, fixed assets are periodically maintained. And this is the reason why some fixed assets are still in good condition even beyond their life. The two factors are used to assess the performance of the fixed assets and determine the level of maintenance to be applied after the clustering. The purpose of maintenance is to keep equipment and systems running efficiently even beyond its lifespan [7] . The application produces the clustering of the service vehicle in two groups for the application of the maintenance type. This study is simplified to show the application of the improved initialization of K-means algorithm. The application used Java programming language and for easy implementation, the Eclipse an integrated development environment (IDE) is the based platform. Figure 1 . The K-means algorithm with age factor and usage factor.
A. Fixed Asset Monitoring with the Traditional Kmeans Algorithm
For simplicity, the clustering results used the maintenance type levels 1(heavy maintenance for the poor performance) and 2 (normal maintenance for the efficient performance), to be applied in the service vehicles to keep them running efficiently. The whole numbers are used as input values. In Fig. 1 The first sample output of the standard K-means applied in java program is shown in Fig. 2 . At the left side of the Fig. 2 , there are seven (7) service vehicles with the two attributes; the Age factor and the Usage factor entered in the program. After executing the java program using the standard K-means algorithm, the output at the right side is shown. Using the principle of the standard K-means, initial centroids are randomly selected by the user. In the first output, the two seeds chosen by the user are the age factor and usage factor of vehicles 3 [3.0, 4.0] and 6 [4.5, 5.0] respectively. The Distance of each object from the initial seed is computed using the formula of Euclidean Distance for the purpose of clustering. This step is called Partitioning. Then the Update step is shown in the figure by obtaining the new set of average as the new seed. Partitioning and Update steps are repeatedly done until the stopping point or no movements in the clustering is achieved.
Based on the input, the age factor (AF) and usage factor (UF) of the seven service vehicles contain values in the same behavior. The pair of values from the first to the fourth set is in increasing order and the pair from the fifth to seventh set is in decreasing order. From the concept of depreciation, when the pair of values is low, the service vehicle is old and the physical condition is low. After reaching the limit, based on the output, the result of the clustering of the service vehicles using the traditional algorithm of K-means with the two (2) attributes is: The first two Service vehicles are old and their physical conditions are not good, then it needs the type level (1-heavy) of maintenance to keep it running efficiently. And the next five (5) Service vehicles needs type level (2-normal) of maintenance. The number of iterations is four (4) before reaching the convergence point.
Input
Output age factor: The second set of data is shown in Fig. 3 . The input values of age factor is increasing order and usage factor is in decreasing order. Using the same procedure, the output is shown in the figure.
The output shows that the first group of three (3) service vehicles needs type level 1(heavy) of maintenance and the next four (4) vehicles needs another type level 2(normal) of maintenance. The number of iterations is 4 for this dataset. The convergence step or the nonmovement of the centroids [8] takes long processing time to achieve.
B. Fixed Asset Monitoring with the Improved Initialization of Centroids for K-means Algorithm
There is enhanced algorithm that makes k-means more efficient by removing the first limitation i.e. it limits the number of computations to some extent. The idea makes k-means more efficient, especially for dataset containing large number of clusters [9] . K-mean clustering algorithm performance depends on an initial centroids that why the algorithm doesn't have guarantee for optimal solution [10] . 1 The Improved Initialization of K-means algorithm limits the number of computations to some extent and the initial centroids is obtained using the simple weighted average. The improvement is applied in fixed asset monitoring using Java program. In the improvement, given the number K of clusters, initialization means is to obtain the weighted average of the pair of attributes of the object based on the highest point or perfect score of each attribute. The computed weighted average will be the initial centroids or seeds to create an initial partition. The initial partition divides the objects into K clusters with the computed initial centroids. It is demonstrated by an algorithm shown in Fig. 4 . The detailed part of the enhancement with the weighted average is included in Fig. 4 with the age factor and usage factor. The output of this algorithm is also applied in the two datasets used in the standard K-means algorithm.
The algorithm contains six (8) steps to show the improved initialization of centroids. The first two steps input the Age factor and Usage factor and sets the highest age factor and highest Usage factor to obtain the weighted average of the pair of attributes of the object based on the highest point or perfect score of each attribute. The service vehicles are acquired at the same date so the age factor rate applied as the weight is 5.00, the highest point and for the usage factor is 7.00 as the weight, since this value is the highest point.
The algorithm to compute the weighted average is shown from step 3 to step 7. The 8th step of the algorithm obtains the highest weighted pair of the Age factor and Usage factors the initial centroids to create an initial partition. The rest of the algorithm applied in java program is similar to the traditional K-means algorithm. The result of the improved K-means algorithm with the same datasets of the traditional K-means is shown in Fig.  5 .
The initial centroids are obtained by applying first the computation of the weighted mean. Based on the first output, the weighted mean of the age factor and usage The second dataset of the standard K-means is also applied in the improved initialization of the algorithm. Again the input values of the age factor is in increasing order and the usage factor is in decreasing order. The result of the second dataset is shown in Fig. 6 .
The clustering result of the second dataset is similar to the previous result of standard K-means algorithm. The first three (2) Service Vehicles needs the level 1 maintenance and the next five (5) vehicles needs the level 2. The number of iterations is reduced into 3 times as compared with the previous result of 4 times.
The processing time of the improved initialization of centroids with the weighted average using the two different datasets is faster as compared with the standard k-means, and the number of iterations reduced because the weighted average showed the real weight of the point. The clustering of the dataset is well separated and convergence is achieved faster.
The Table I shows the comparison of K-means and the improved initialization of K-means in terms of the number of repetitions and time in milliseconds with the two datasets. The two datasets have different behaviors of values for age and usage factors. But the experimental results prove that the improved initialization of K-means with the weighted average is faster and more efficient compared to the standard k-means.
The first pair of seeds for the standard k-means randomly selected the 3rd service vehicle and the 6th service vehicle as initial centroids for the first dataset and the 1 st and the 2 nd service vehicles are the second initial centroids for the second dataset. With the improved kmeans, based on the lowest and highest weighted average, the 1stservice vehicle and the 4 th service vehicle are the initial pairs for the first and second datasets. The table compares the result of using the standard K-means and the improved K-means. The application proves that the program with the improved algorithm executes faster in terms of processing time in milliseconds and the number of iterations is reduced in determining the final groupings of the service vehicles. 
C. Simulation Results
The same datasets used in the traditional and the improved initialization of centroids for k-means resulted to an output of similar groupings but the processing time of the program decreases because the convergence step is achieved faster. The complex computational time of using the Euclidean distance is lessened in the improved initial centroids of K-means. In the standard k-means, the result of the processing using java program has four (4) iterations for the first dataset and three (4) iterations for the second dataset. The improved initial centroids using the weighted average resulted to two (2) iterations for the first dataset and three (3) iterations for the second dataset. Also, the study proves that the improved K-means algorithm is faster and efficient in determining the level of maintenance to be applied for Fixed Asset Monitoring, thus the algorithm could be also applied in accounting application.
IV. FINDINGS AND CONCLUSION
The improved initial centroids for K-means algorithm applying the weighted average mean for the datasets reduced the iteration steps of using the Euclidean distance algorithm thus, reducing the computational complexity and processing time of the algorithm. The separation of the clustering improves because of the initial centroids which are obtained based on the computed highest pair and the lowest pair of weighted average mean. The KMeans partitioning based clustering algorithm required to define the number of final cluster (k) beforehand. In this study, the classification is limited only to two, level 1 (heavy) and level 2 (normal) type of maintenance. The application of K-means in the Fixed Asset Monitoring, using Depreciation factors which are the age and usage proves, that the K-means algorithm is also effective in accounting procedure.
V. RECOMMENDATIONS
The fixed asset monitoring with the improved initial centroids of K-means algorithm is a good benchmark to apply in determining the performance level of the fixed asset and the type of maintenance to be used in the clustering of assets. This study is limited only to the two depreciation factors, the age factor and usage factor and the future study must also include the other factors of monitoring the fixed asset to make the application in accounting more effective. The point of each attribute for the object in the dataset must be properly distributed to get the good result of applying the weighted average. Highly overlapping points of the attributes for the object in the dataset is a problem in K-means, because the final clustering or convergence step will not be solved even by the improved initial centroids. The distinct separation or final clustering of the given objects is always the goal of K-means algorithm. The future study must be focused on how to resolve this limitation.
